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SUMMARY

Objectives

Two experiments were conducted with the T4G , a tl ight simulator having the cock pit configuration
of a 1-37 aircraft . The fir st experiment investi gated the effect on pilot performan ce of using colored
imagery as opposed to black-and-white imagery in the visual dis play. The second experiment compared
display collimation with reduced collimation. Collimation causes the displayed image to appear to be an
infinite distance away. An image which is not collimated appears at the surface of the cathode ray tube
(~~RT) faceplate. Reduced collimation places the image at an intermediate position. Because of
equipment limitations , these studies are not elaborate, but they do address problems which have
been scantily treated in the past .

Approach
The T4G simulator has a T.37 cock pit equipped with a single window (44x28 degrees)

visual display system. The visual scene is generated from a 35mm color film of an aporo: ch to a
landing at an airport ; a flying spot scanner is used to generate a visual scene which corresponds
to pilot-induced deviations from the filmed flightpath. Filmed approaches and landings were
available for two airports. One approach was to Wi lliam s AFB , Arizona , where the scencry is
desert country; the other appro ach was to O’Hare Airpor t , Chicago , Illinois; this film is more
colorful. Approaches to both airports were used in the color stud y to insure the color effect , if
any, would not be missed. Color and black-and-white scenes were displayed using the same CRT.
For collimated scenes , a smaller black and white CRT was used . This CRT permitted a great
reduction in collimation although collimation could not be completely eliminated; the size of the
scene displayed was necessarily reduced along with the reduction in collimation.

Specifies

C’okr  Study. Thirty-two Air Force undergraduate student pilots were trained in approach and landing
in the T4G. Each student performed an approach and landing 35 times . Instructor pilots (IPs) gave the
students conventional instruction on all trials except the last four; these four were the criterion trials on
which the students ’ performances were rated by the lPs. The training trials were accomplished with either a
black and white or a color display using imagery of either Williams AFB or O’Hare International Airport .

C’ollimation Study. Thirty .eight IPs at Williams AFO were subjects in this stud y. Student pilots were
not used because mechanical reliability problems with the T-4G would not permit the precise scheduling
students require. The task was again approach and landing in the T-4G. After three practice trials , each IP
performed five approach and landings on which performance was rated by a research lP . Hal f of the IPs
used the collimated display; the remainder used a display with reduced collimation. Only black-and-white
imagery from Williams AFB was used in the collimation stud y.

The ratings received on their last four trials by students in the Color Stud y were analyzed by analysis
of variance (ANOVA) and the Mann-Whitne y U-test. The rates at which the groups learned were analyzed
by trend ANOVA. No difference was found in either the learning rates or the final performance. That is,
there was no significant difference between black and white and color in learning rates (SF final
performance , or between Williams AFB and O’Hare on final performance only: learning rates between the
two airfields were not analyzed . Also, no differences were found in the Collimation Study. Neither ANOV A
nor a Mann-Whitney U-test of the ratings the IPs received in their live trials showed a significant difference
between display conditions of collimation and reduced coll imation. Power analysis shows that  each of these
experiments would have detected a practically significant difference , if one existed , with a probability of
more than .75.

Conclusions

Color Study. Popular opinion favors the use of color: it is felt  that color improves pertbrmance. There
are no psychophysical reasons why color should improve performance except for color stereoscopy. In the
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abse nc e of de pt h L U CS . equi d i sta i i t  red and blue objec ts a pp ear t O be at d~t t eleIl  I dist aiices. Th is
plIt’liOIii eflOfl may nn pIt lit ’ tiep th pt - i cept iou by e nlia nc i iig pt’ rceived It xt u re. Hcsca rch ~ t- F t lit - I it to t lii s
questi on dues not ShOW conclusive l y that  color iii a s im ula t or  visual tlis pla v is associated with bet Icr
per lorIiIasIce than bl ack antI svlli t e .

eIull,,pzanofl Studi , PO p u la r ( SI ) lliI () Il alsO lavors the use ot colli nutioii . Users say colh i iii at ion ilicrease s
realism and aids depth perc eption. A cco i iinio datj ou i arid conveigeulce art - cifect ive wlieii object s vit -wed are
at different distance s. (‘ollitn at ion puts  all obje cts the same dista nce awa> . Stereupsis depends on b inocula ,
vision . hut a visual display provides only mono cular inf l i rmation since it is a sing le picture (not a
different p icture for cacti eye). Cottiniat ion does not provide depth cues ironi accommodation ,
convergence , or stereopsus. Collimation does produce a sense of volume which lends a realistic
feeling. Research , however , does not Sh oW t i l at  colLiinat.ion of a simulato r visual display is
msociated with bette r per lor inance th an is reduced collimation .

implications. Limitations ot the equi pment used in this study uv stri c t application of the
results obtained to singl e wind os~, narrow angle displays and in the case of the second exp eriment .to reduced cofl im atto n rather th an complete decoll iniation. The results show no d it t ~rence in the
abil ity of pilots to mak e a simulated approach and landing when using a colored versus a black
and white or a collimated versus a reduced~ olIiIna t iorj visual display. These resu lts suggest tha t
color in a simulator visual display is not necessary and that the beneti t ot colhunat ion is
questionable. However both color and collimation may influence user acceptan ce , and if thi s is a
factor in sim ulator utilii.ation and effectiveness then color and collimation should be used.
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EFF ECTS OF VARYING VISUAL DISPLAY CHARACTERISTICS
OF TilL 14G. A T-37 FLIGHT SIMULATOR

I. INTRODUCtiON

The T46 is a T.37 fli ght simulator which has 2 1/2 degrees (pitch , roll , and heave) of platform
motion freedom and a visual display consisting of a singl e 25 inch color cathode ray tube (CRT) and
collimating mirror. The field of view is 44 honzontal and 28 vertical. When it was first acquired in 1972 ,
the T-4G was used in a series of studies to demonstrate the benefits of simulation to the Air Force
‘undergraduate pilot fligh t t ra ining syllabus . Shortly after the completion of those studies , the Advanced
Sim ulator for Pilot Training (ASP’!’) was acquired , and the research effort s were concentrated on that
device. Howeve r , the T4G permitted research possibilities beyond those which could be accomplished using
ASP’!’: specifically, studies of the effect of color versus monochromati c visual displays and collimated
versus reduced .colliinated disp lays on the learning and performance of landing. A comparison of color
versus monochromatic disp lays was completed in 1975 and the intention was to continue immediatel y with
a compariso n of collimation and reduced collimation. But the T-4G began to fail repeatedly. Data
collection for the collimation study was attempted and abandoned four times. Finally in November of
1977 , data collection was successfully completed on a reduced experimental design . Due to the limitations
of the T-4G , these studies are not elaborate , but they do address problems which have been scantily treated
in the past and which have never been addressed in an operational training environment.

II. COLOR STUDY

Introduction

Contemporary popular opinion favors using color in flight simulator visual displays ; nearly all
operationally-used fligh t simnulat nrs purchased within the past 15 years have color visual displays . The
reason for this deman d for color seems to he user acceptance ; pilots have the opinion that display color
adds realism which improves performance and training value. The opinion has been expressed that color
aids depth perception , But the real question is whether color has enough training value to justif y the added
complexity and expense it entails. There is very little empirical evidence to support the superiority of color
displays over monochrome systems for tr aining devices.

There is some evidence that display color may be valuable for target detection or where coding is
involved (Ch rist & Teichner , l973~ DeMars , 1975; Fowler & Jones , 1972;Whi:ehurst , 1975 ; William s, 1965.
Even so, Puig’s (1976) conclusion after reviewing most of this literature was , “. .. it is doubtfu l whether
presenting the observer with a realisti c color picture of the scene is particularly advantageous in most
air-to-ground operations. ” Furthermore , most flight simulators having visual displays are used primaril y to
train and practice takeoff and landing where coding and target detection are not particularly important. ‘1

The phenomenon of color stereoscopy may provide some basis for using color. Equidistant red and
blue objects , in the absence of depth cues , appear to he at different distances. Helson (1958 , p. 263) has
suggested that this aids organ ization of the visual field by enhancing the perception of texture. Brown and
Herrnstein (1975) state , “The perception of color is yet another way we give solidit y to the world around
us. . . . Objects that blend into each other in black and v, hite spring apart when seen in color” (p. 396). In
this way , color would probably enhance depth perception (and improve performance) if the size of the
objects being viewed were known (e.g., the size of trees).

The only research addressing the potential advantages of color displays to takeoff and landing
performance is that of’ Chase (1970 , 1971). He compare d the performance of seven qualified pilots landing
a DC-S simulator with and without color in the visual display (a model/probe system). This was a
complicated factorial study that involved the use of projected and monitor displays and two variations of
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t h e  task : ( a a visu al approach and landing with no instru m ents except the airspeed and the alt im eter and
(h )  an approach and landing with a comp lete instrument comp lement. o n  the visual task , C hase m easured
seve ral para mete rs, such as longitudinal flight path alignment , lateral flight pat h alignment , dispersion of
touchdown point , and touchdown rate of descent. lie generally found no statistically si gnifican t differences
between color and bla ck and white except on touchdown dispersion (p <.05). lie concludes .

the csp er i inen ia l  results obtained from the performance measure differences , although smal l , art’
identifiable. (‘omIsirison of the eflect s oI color and black and white by these differences showed that
touchdown distance and standard deviatio n increased for both the color monitor and color projector
displays; howcver , tot the s.one p erturn iance obtained with the color monitor , t he agreement was more
lavorah lt’ with the .* Ttu al flight data. The pertorinance for rate ot descent at touchdown was also lower for
co lor , particularly ss ith ihe monitor display, but still higher than for act ual Il ight(197(J).

The purpose of the present study was to take advantage of the T-4G’s color capacity to
gain understanding about the contribution of display color to the training of Air Force
undergraduate pilots.
Method

The equipment  used in t isk ~t u k  was the T-4G simulator. A ppendix A gives a more complete
description of the T.4G. In ~rder to pr i duce the black’and-w hite condition for this experiment , the power
to the color circuitry for the display was turned off. Prior to the experiment , instri ’ctor pilots
optimized the black and white and color displays by adjusting the brightness , con t rast , and color
saturation. The settin gs agreed upon were not altered during the experiment.

The subjects were 32 mal e Air Force undergraduate pilot t ra in ing (UPT) students.  These students
served in the exper iment at a p oint immediatel y pr ior to their  T-37 flight training. They all were graduates
of the Air Force Academy and were assigned to Williams AFB. Each student had completed I S hours of
tra ining in the (‘essna 172 , which is prerequisite t o  T-37 training ,  and had been given instruct ion for
famil iari i at ion wi th  the T.37 cockpit and flying characteristics.

The task the students performed was to fl y a straig ht-in approach from 2 miles out and to land on the
runway.  An instructor pilot (lP) accompanied each student in the T4G during experimental sessions. The
IP provided the student with conventional instruction in the task except that IPs were asked to limit their
demonstr a tions of technique to two. All the usual T.37 inStruments were available to the students , except
the instrument landing system (ILS) display. This instrument was concealed to increase the student ’s
dependence on the visual display. h alf of the students learned to land with a color display and half learned
wi thout  color. Two approach and landing environments were used: Williams AFB and O’Hare Airport in
Chicago. The Chicago area is more colorful compared to the desert environment of Williams AFB , and it
was thoug ht that color cues at O’Hare might reveal a difference between black and white and color that
could he missed at Williams AFB. Thus , there were four treatment conditions: color and black-and-white
presentations of both O’Hare and Williams AFB. Eight different students participated in each of the four
treatment  conditions .

Four IPs instructed in the T4G , and each trained eight students ; two in each of the four treatment
conditions. The IPs were all hi ghly experienced , having served from 25 to 38 months as lPs at Williams
AFB. H

Each subject reveived 35 trials in the T-4G during a single experimental session approximately 1 hour
long. Selection of 35 trials was based on previous T4G experience which indicated that between 30 and 35
trials were sufficient for a student to learn to land the T4G profi ciently (Woodruff & Smith , 1974).

The dependent variable was the level of perfor m ance achieved by the student pilots after 31 training
tri al s .  Evaluation was accom plished , as it is in actual U P’!’, by IP rating but with one modification. Whereas
iii regular training, the lPs use a four-point scale to rate their students , in thi s study, these four points were
expanded to 12 points. Trials 32 throug h 35 were criterion trials. A student ’s final proficiency was
considered to he the average rat ing of these four trials. Ratings were also assigned on trials 2 , 12 , and 22
also to reveal learning rates. The process of rating assignment by the IPs was slightly complicated by 
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fact that in the T4(; , t h e  IP cannot see t lse exact visual scene which the st ude n t observes; the disp la~ optics
ate located at the student I~~sit ion. However , the IP does have all the ui or miial hlig ht ins ti  umncnls to watch
and , in additi on , is provided with a 9’inch ( ‘RI repeat er ot ttt e student ’s disp lay. This r ep eat er is located at
the IP’s eye4evel and atxiut 100 to the right .  Previous experie, ice wi th  the 1 4G has shown that  t h is
arrangement is satt siactory nu ’ only hir the lI~s to rate student p e rtor im ia n c e , but also to  liv amid to u is tmuct
(Woo druff & Smith , lt ~74).

Residts

An anal ysis of variance (AN OVA) of the student ’s flnal pro tlcicnt -~ s~’ores did not reveal a sig iiit i cam it V

difference between the tour t rea tments  (cob , or b);~ k amid w hit e , .md Willi am s Al - l i  or O’l lare). A
Mann -Whitney I I  test did not show a si gmutl cant d i f fe rence  betwe en the color and bla ck- ami d .whit e 

V

conditions (U 126). The mean l~ r color was ~t .46 and that  for black and whit e ss as ~~~~ 1ahle I
summantes the ANOVA. - 

-

Table 1. Color Stud y

S.~urcs SS di MS F 
-
:

(‘hr on ia t i cj t v  (C) 0.05 I 0.05 — V

A i r t i e ld ( A)  0. 3 1 1 0.31 —

0.83 1 0.83 —

L~rtor l45 .tihl 2~ 5.3 1
Tota l l49 .tk~ 31

Figure 1 shows learning curves for the two chrom ua tici ty  conditions. These curves arc based on data
t ak en in trials 2 . 12 , at id 22 and the criterion trials. Ir i spectiom i of these curves shows th em to he typical
learning curves with no apparent differences in the t ss o conditions ; however , the curves show that the
criterion trials used in the analysis did not occur unti l  learning was at asvn ipt ot e . For th i s reason , it was
thought to be desirable to examine the two conditions by trend ANOVA to c o n t m r mn that no differenc e wa
m asked by overlearning. No difference was found. Table 2 summarizes this analysis.

lo~

- 

- 

t

S S
c ( V

0
6 75 4 /
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IuhI( ’ .‘. Trend AN OV A for (‘hro matieity

Sour~.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ di MS F

A ( ‘h io mm ia t i c i t s  I oS I I oS —

I r r o m  ( a )  30 1 1 1 2
Ii I m i a l s  ~2 7 ,‘S I S3 ,7() 105 44
‘s \ hi ( h r o u m i a t i c i t v  \ I t i.tk 2 . 7( 1 t’ 0.4 5

I’ n o r  (b) 2o 2 .03 1 5(1 I .40

H
V Since t he comi tl it ion ‘t no t r a i n i mig  per t onmnami c c  d iff eict ic e bet weeri black and whi te  arid color was oh

po ita r ~ i mit crest iii ml i i  si ud~ - some si a te i t ie  nt should he made so ppor t .i conclusion tha t  no dif ’f eren cc
C 515 15 bet ~ ccii i hit ’m ii , sir m oi r e’ p ar t  i cu l am Iv t h at ~~t It ii is not bet tel t ban black and win te . The best se ;iv to do V

th is a pp ears to he b y l~~~Ct , ir i ;ih sIS (( ohic m i , I ‘~77b . The prohah i li t ~ . accordi ng to  (‘ohen , is . 72 t h at if the
iiiea n 1~’r tor m ilai tc e oh the color group slid exceed that of the bl ack- and ’whit e group on the criterion trials

a ‘“ .mrt ~e
’ ( i ira ctie a hl~ sign if i c a n t )  d i f fer ence , th i s esp erinien t Would have’ detected it at the p= .0S level ;

ci’nseq uentls ’ . .i tu d gmnen it t hat  no di ff erenc e s exis t between t h ’  two co nditions should he en t er m ained.

l)isci~sj on

I xcep t t t i r  color stcr  eoscop~ , t he r e  are no psychop h ys iLa l reasons to support the use of color in
simulator visua l this p l.i~ (unl ess coding iii target detection in involved). Proponents ~t t ile use of disp lay
color s;lv that it adds realism and Is a cue for dept h perception. Perh aps color stereo scopv does aid depth
percep t ion , but research has not conclusively demonstrated that display color imnpr ove s performance.
h owever , color displays seem to he m ore likel y to gain user acceptance than bl ack-an d .wh it e displays. It
tz~er acceptance is a crucial f a c t or in siznulalor uti l i iat io j i  and t’ffectivcnt ~ss, the use’ ol color may he
supported on that basis.

itt . COLLIMATION S1’Ut)V

Introduction

As with display color , contemporary opiniom i also favors using collimat ion in fligh t simulator visual
disp lays. Simulator users sas tha t  coll ini iat ion , like color , increase s disp lay realism and aids depth
percept ion. The devices used to achieve collimat ion are a heavy and expe n~ ve part of simulator visual
display systems. It m a y  be that the benefits which derive t’roni collimation do not just ifv its use. There is a
theoretical reason to suspect that  this migh t be so. The primary cues to depth arc a function of binocular
vision. These are accommodation , convergence , and stereops is (or retinal disparity). Accommodation is the
bending of the lens in the e~ e to focus rays of light on the retina. The closer an object is to a viewer , the
more the lens must accommodate. This action by the lens is sensed and expe rience enables the amount of
m uscle strain that  is sensed to he associated with distance. Convergence is the rotation of the eyeballs
towar d an object so that  the optical axes of both eyes are aimed at it. Once again muscle strain indicates
distance. If an object is furt h er away than about 50 feet . the optical axes of the two eyes are parallel
because the rays of’ light which come from a dist an t object are essentially parallel. A collimated display V

makes rays of light from an object (e.g. . a CRT) that is much closer than 50 feet to a viewer appear to he
parallel (in columns), and this causes the object to be perceived as if it were at a distance . Stereopsis refe rs
to the fact that each eye sees a different picture of nearby objects since they have different points-of-view.
The internal (central nervous system) integration of these two pictures into a single perception provides
information about distance ; the more different (disparate) the pictures are, the closer the object is. if an
object LS at a comparatively long distance , both pictures are the same.

10
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The t > pical collim ated sunulator display does not provide accotnnn odation , convergence , or stereopsis
distanc e cueS. All disp layed objects are perceived by acco rmimn odatio n , convergence , and stereop sis as if they
we re at a distance . This is tru e even of a refueling boom which practically conies though the windshield .(ln
such a case , the pilot would know the tru e position of the boom because of a familiarity with its size , etc.)
fhie reasons for this are that , first , all the objects displayed are in the sam e i m age plan e , which is perceived
by acconirnodation and convergence to be a long way off because rays of light coming from it are parallel .
Second , when objects are at a distance , both eyes see the same picture , and a sing le picture is all tha t  is seen
in a typical sim ulator display. Thus , objects it disp lays are also interpreted to be at a distance by stereopsi s.

In spite of these l ini i i ta ti ons , collimation does two things which enhance realism . First , it provides a
feeling of volume; the disp lay does appear to be a long way off , and when the pilot moves h i s  head , obj ects V

ui the display appe ar to move relative to items in the cock pit (e.g. . the canopy rai l) .  Second , - ‘

collimation makes it necessary for the pilot ’s eyes to be focused to inf ini ty  on the display af ter
they have been focused on a nearby object , such as the instrumen t panel , just as in the real
world.

Matheny,  [.~wes, Baker , and Bynum ( 197 1) suggest tha t  “. . . the argument t h a t  the m a j o n i t s  of t h e
visual cues of importance to the pilot are those which are at a distance suff i cien t  t o  make th ien i
monocular (p. 20). may not be correct “ . . .pa r t i c u la r ly  with respect to the ground plane ti n svh iic hi
viewed objects rest since this ground plane presu m ably extends from immediately be low t h e  im idi v idual  to
in finity at the horizon. Consequently, it is postulated that  near points on the ground plane sh i t i uld nut
always appear at inf in i ty ” (p. 2 1). They further state that “Evidence with respect to the advantages of such
a system ( I I ’ . collimated displa y) either in terms of more closely appr oxi n la l ing t h e  real world visual cues or
as a contributing parameter to trainin g devices is not available ” (p. 20). They suggest that  “ . . .the
comparative effectiveness of usin g virt ual imagery as opposed to flat p lane , two d im ensiom ial  projections for
distance viewin g should be investigated with flat planes positioned at near (less titan five f t i  and far (greater
than 20 ft.) distances ” (p. 2 1). They then conclude , “It  is the It~ pothi esis of these invest igators tha t  t h e  V

differences would not be signifi cant or p rac t ic a l . . .” (p .2 1) .

Only three studies have been found which address t h is problem hut none of these suggest a
resolution. Brown ( 1970) found no differences in the touchdown performances of four pilots when viewing
a CRT Image at 2 feet and an image at 6 feet created by a lens system. In the study cited previously, Chase
(1970 , 1971) included comparison of a proje cted and a “quasi-collimated ” im age on a monitor.  T h e
projected image appeared 10 feet in front of the pilot.  The “quasi-collimated” image was at 10.88 feet ( the
collimating lens did not completely collimate the disp layed image). He says ,

The pilots were able to ex ecut e better performance in minimizing the time ou isi de the glide slope error timins
with the monitor display compared to the  projector displ ay. However , for the  laterat localizer performance .
the error was smaller for the projector displa y than for the monitor display ( 197 )) ) .

He further says ,

I The pilotsl comments we c more favorable toward the mo nitor display, because of better picture quat ity
and depth perception than was evident in the proj ector display ( 1970).

It should be noted that these differences d . not result from differences in im age distance. Barrett ,
Kobayash , and Fox (1968) had 14 .. ‘bject. sing a projected im age disp lay and 10 subjects using a virtual
image display operate an automobile sim ulator. Their task was to produce a requested speed with only
external visual cues. Image distances were not reported. Barrett et al . conclude , “The result s clearly in dicate
that the projected and virtu al image disp lays did not differentially affect speed judgments. ” ,

The purpose of this stud y was to take advantage of the simp le optical system of t h e  T-4G to gain
some indication about the importance of visual display collimation to pilot performance.

Method

In order to provide expe rimental conditions of both collimation and reduced collimation , it was
necessary to make some changes to the T.4G display system. The basic change was to use a 17-inch CRT
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instead of the 25 .incht CR1 originall y in the T4(;. The smaller diameter of the 17-inch CR1 made it
possible to move it 2.7 incites toward the coll iniat imig mirror. The original position of the CR1 was at the
focus of the collimating m irror. When the CRT is at the focus of the mirror , the pilot sees a collimated
disp lay; t h e  picture on the CRT is seen as a flat image an infinite distance away. Moving the CRT closer to
the mirror causes the flat image to m ove toward the pilot. A movement of 2.7 inches brings the image to 15
feet behind the surface of the mirror. The T4G pilot sits about 4 feet from the mirror , so in the
reduced-colli m ation condition the image appears to be about 19 feet away. Ph ysical constraints of the
s~ ste iii did miot per m it miioving the (‘RI enough to produce a trul y uncol l imated condition,

The use of a I 7-inch rallier than a 25-inch CRT changed the field of view of the collimated
display from 44° x 28° to 40° x 32° . The aspect ratio of the 17-inch CRT is different from that
of th e 25 -inch (‘RT . resulting in a display with reduced width but increased height. In the V

reduced-colli m ation condit iomi . the field of view was 34° x 270 . The width of the Electronic
Per spective Transformation (EP T) syst emn (see Appendix A) image was widened to compensate for
the reduced width of the disp lay in the reduced-collimation condition . Experienced pilots
optimi ied the two disp lay conditions before data collection , and the disp lays were judge d to be
equivalent in spite of the dif ference in field of view.

Both the collimated and reduced-coll imiiation displays were black and white because t h e  EPT
elect romiics did not generate enough power to dri ve the color circuit ry of the 17-inch monitor (a Sony
Tri n atro m i).

The subjects were 20 1-37 and 181-38 male instructor pilots (IPs) from Williams AFB. IPs were used
t om this  st u dy because the uncertainty of T-4G reliability did not permit the precise scheduling the UPT
students require. Ten 1-37 and nine T-38 IPs flew the T4G in each treatment condition.

The task , as in the Color Stud y was to tly a st raight-in approach from 2 miles out and land on the
runway. Learnim ig was not a consideration in this  study. All of the subjects , including those who then were
T-3~ pi lots . svere familiar  with landing t h e  T~37. A brief introduction to the T4G , a demonstration and
three practice trials of the task were all t h e  preparation the IFs required. As befo re , the ILS display was
comiceal ed to increase the pilot ’s depem idence on the visual display . Onl y the Williams AFB imagery was used V

for this stud y.

After  practice , each pil l )) flew five approach and landing sequences and received a performance rating
on each a t t empt  from a research IF witti acconipanied him. The pilot ’s final score was the average of the
five ratings .

Results 
V

An analy sis of variance of the Ii’s’ proficiency scores did not reveal a significant diffe rence between
the two t reatmiients .  The niean Ilir the group using collimation was 86.6; for the group with reduced
collim nat ion , the mea n was 88 .1. Table 3 sum m arizes the ANOVA. Analysis by the Mann-Whitney U test
was also not significant (1.1= 158.5) .

Table 3. Collimation Study

Source 55 df MS F

Display 20.63 1 20.63 0.137
Erro r 5,426.21 36 150.73
Total 5,446.84 37
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Analysis by Cohen’s technique of power analysis shows that this experimnent would have detected a
“large” difference at the p .O5 level (one-tail) with a probability of .78, Thus a jud gment should be
entertained that display collimation does not contribute to better pilot performance in a simnulator tham i
reduced collimation.

Disctssaon

The considerations mentioned in Section 1 of this report suggest that display collimation is not a
necessary parameter of simulator visual display systems. This indication has also been supported by the
present study. If collimation were to be omitted from simulator systems , a great deal of money and
complexity could be saved. However , none of the work cited or this stud y can be considere d conclusive. A
conclusive study would carefully control collimation and non-collimation as suggested by Matheny ci al.
(1971) (image distance greater than 20 feet and less than 5 feet). Other disp lay parameters should also he
cont rolled: These would include field of view , resolution and brightness .

A decision to omit collimation must be based on convincing evidence. As in the case of color ,
collimation is generally favored by users who say it greatl y increases realism and improves perfo rmance. If
user acceptance depends heavily on the use of collimation , consideration should be given to using it even if
there is no contribution to performance .
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APPENDIX ,4: A/F37A-T4G DESCRIPTION

The T-4G is an updated ME-I trainer modified to accommodate a Singer SPD Electronic Perspective
Transformation (EPT) visual system. The ME -I itself is essentially a 14 instrument trainer mounted on a
two-degrees.of.freedom motion base . Figure Al is an artist ’s concept of the T-46.
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Figure Al . Artist’s concept of the 1-4G.

Following is a list of the major simulator components:
Modern Microelectronic Computer
T4 Cockpit
Two-Degrees-of-Freedom Motion
El’!’ Visual System
External Operator Station
Internal Inst ructor Station

The motion system moves ± 5 5 0 pit ch , ± 8.5° in bank , and vertically +6 inches and 4 inches. The
visual display field of view is 440 x 28°, and the image is provided in full colo r at infinity. Image generation
for the visual display is obtained from two sources: color movie film and an electronically generated
horizon display . An approach , landing, and takeoff movie sequence filmed at Williams AFB projected on
the visual display tracks student pilot cont rol inputs. Changes in aircraft speed are achieved by changes in
film speed; vertical and lateral deviatiqns fro m the path of the film are produced by the EPT system - The
Eli’ visual system provides: normal straight-in approach from 4 miles out, no flap, and simulated single
engine configurations; touchdown , landing roll ; and takeoff to 500 feet above ground level (AGL) .
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The electronically-p roduced visual scene showing a hori zon defined by blue sk y and a cloud deck is
V provided for airwork : hori zonta l translati on is not provided . l)isplay image moot iomi capabil ity ot ’ 3600

continuous motion in pitch , roll , or heading permi ts acm oba t ic practice in the sim ulator however , the
limited muol ion cues and field of view detract from rea lismu .

In addition to motion and visual cues , the T-4G includes a complete navigalion/communication
system and the capab ility to produce aural cues , such as wind , cuiginc sound . landing gea r warning, and
system operations.

V Aids for instruction included at both operator amid instructor station ate th e capabilit y to tiec,.e the
simulator during a mission and to reset to a prese lected position with in a mat ici  ot secoumd s. V
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